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Kenyon College Gambier

Ohio February

President

David

Hoster addressed an
about 100 students and

night

day

on

the

audience of
faculty Monsubject
Why

speech leveled criticstudents and professors for practicing subtle selfdby imagining that the
eception
quality of Kenyons education is truly
challenging and rewarding lie urged
stop kidthe Kenyon community to
ding themselves
evaluate Kenyons
liberal arts education in theory and
practice and to adopt a more invigorating attitude towards academics
Hosters

both

at

ism

Hoster began his speech by comthat the Magic Mountain
image often used to describe Kenyon is an unrealized ideal and that
instead Kenyon resembles the degenerating family in Buddenbrooks
another novel by Thomas Mann
Through
the
several generations

i

menting

Buddenbrooks family becomes sterile loses confidence and vision

is weakened

and

Even

opulence

by isolation and
a new house

not restore their vitality
Hoster commented that
even
though
the new womens college
could

been

has

scrupulously

well-

planned

college community has failed
to think
deeply about the kind of
education
which the girls will receive
The concept of a liberal
arts education
has not been sufficiently defined
and students have
failed to ask whether they are getting it al Kenyon
the

abstract terms a liberal arts
is fundamental to life
It must be a
shaking experience
lor the student
teaching him tolerance and humility
It is not for
the weak or selfindulgent
Specifically true education begins
with excitement originated
by encountering new ideas Once the excitement is infused in the student
it must
be directed properly by
In

education

teacher

tie

See HOSTER

Page
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Leftist to Give
PACC

Speech

social critic
MacDonald
journalist and member of the
Wd
Left will speak on
the New
Left and
Tuesday
the Old Left
5ght at 8 pm
in Rosse Hall
Tae
second Distinguished Visitor
Residence is currently staff
iter for Esquire
and the New
Dwight

tod

B

Vorker

is about as left
iestablishment as a man can
He is a freewheeling sortofpollical critic who finds isms too
Wining
Robert A Goldwin the
CC
coordinator relates
communist in the early 30s
McDonald broke with the Party over
itferences with Trotsky Goldwin
peculates on his transition
ComJnism was too much against what
good in human
nature It put
Mr

d

MacDonald

ant-

A

s

Jltmass ahead of the man
As

editor and publisher of PoljMac1944- 49
magazine
lcs
0nad made his most lasting conation to the Old Left in an
ticle
Toward a New Concept
Political Action
1946 It was
Remarkable prescient as a prop-

yl

Left defining just
from the Old Left
MacDonald was a staff writer for
i3j- jd ana an euiioi oi
1937- 43
Partisan Review
of the New
t differs

1969

In the

is Mediocre

Kenyon

20

DAVID HOSTER
spoke on mediocrity Monday only io be refuted
by the green- clad spectre
fun Taggart
1

Pass- Fail Bill

Hits Council
The

awaited pass- fail meato the Student Council
floor Monday to inspire some sermuch-

sure came

ious debate
The Recommendations of theStudent Council Committee on Student
Affairs urge a changeover from
the current 12- point grading system
to one having three
degrees of
unsatisfactory
achievement
satisfactory and distinction This
would be augmented by a written
evaluation of the students work by
the instructor A sample two- page
suggested evaluation sheet was attached to the report This form

creasing instructor- student contact
Halpern contended that those ideas
were studies by the committee and
that the proposals offered would
work toward those ends For the
professor to give an adequate evaluation of each student he would
have to meet with the student individually at least once a semester
Also this evaluation system certainly would encourage a small
class seminar environment It
would mean more work for the
instructor but the student would
greatly benefit

Acting President Karl Ruttan instructed members to obtain the
opinions of their constituents before further action is taken
employers etc
In other business a Saga food
Committee chairman Paul Hasurvey
sheet was distributed to
lpern submitted the proposals and
Council members to gain some
defended them against criticisms
responsible opinions
Also Don
John Flanzer questioned the vagueness of the distinction level It Omahan of the Elections Committee
was assumed that professors would announced that nominations would
use their own judgment as to what be taken at next Mondays meeting
Halpern for Council officers independent
constitutes
distinction
admitted that the presence of this representatives and representatives at large Petitions must be
level was somewhat a political
submitted by Thursday March 27
move a concession to induce faculty acceptance He noted that he to the Deans office
hoped
this would in time be
eliminated
Flanzer then criticized the idea
of having a large mass of people
ranging from what now is presumby Kurt Lorenz
ably B to barely passing lumped
MurJohn Crowe Ransom gave a poetogether under satisfactory
try reading for about eighty perray Horwitz answered that thisproposal should not be thought of as sons in the Alumni House lastnight
The 80- year old Emeritus Carnjust another grading system some
councilmen felt however that that egie Professor of Poetry read and
discussed his poems for over an
is exactly what it is
hour
Flanzer offered the opinion that
The reading consisted mostly of
these proposals were attempting
poems to be published in Mr Ranto change output grades when the
soms new collection this spring
real problem lies with input Phil Church Michael Mott Dan
method More productive improveEpstein and Mrs Jean Farley White
ments could be made in reducing
read older versions of the poems
the size of many classes and in
many 40 years old with Mr Ransom reading his revised or better
BREAK OFFERINGS
versions He commented with wry
Seminar
Thurs
Feb 20
humor on the weaknesses of the
and on his critics
originals
Assimilation
Mr Mott and Mr Epstein did a
Documentary
Fri Feb 21
dramatic reading of Gentleman
Films
written by Mr Ransom
Scholars
Documentary
Sat Feb 22
a
of Overtures
as
revision
Films
In his first appearance onapublic
Documentary
Sun Feb 23
stage in 10 months Mr Ransom
Films
displayed verve and confidence in
Mon
Seminar
Feb 24
his reading He stood to read each
Blacks in the Military
poem with both physical strength
Seminar
Wed
Feb 26
and tremendous purpose His voice
Black Literature II
brought extra beauty to the poems
go into the students personal file and would be sent in
lieu of transcripts to grad schools

would
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Haywood Defends
Humanistic Study

Hoster Attacks Mediocrity
Student Council

11

C
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first

of a

series

of volun

tary assemblies Provost Haywood
defended The Kenyon Curriculum
before an audience of about 100
students yesterday
The meeting featured Provost
Haywood
Curriculum Committee
members Mrssrs Michael Burns
and Brehm and student leaders
David Hoster Steve Landsman and
Paul Halpern The meaning and
purpose of liberal arts education
was discussed as well as practical
proposals for changing the curriculum
Mr Haywood opened the assembly
by reading a report presented to
the Board of Trustees describing
the Kenyon curriculum The course
of study he noted is based on certain basic assumptions about the
ends of education which comprise
the basic truths of the institution
The Provost used the analogy of
a school of architecture The curriculum is designed by experts to
train competent architects the staff
includes non- architects
such as
engineers and mathematicians but
all subordinate their functions to
the overall goal of the school Thus
the main fact of life for a college or professional school as opposed to a university is the limitation of its goals and offerins
A college Mr Haywood continued
should be concerned with being not
doing Kenyons goal is to give its
students the lifetime benefit of being
educated through an examination of
man and the way he deals with himself and his world Since man deals
with the world in many valid ways
students mustgain acquaintance with
several disciplines
In determining curriculum changes the Provost warned the College
must not be swayed by changing fashion or professional interests Kenyon does not have a sociology department because it is not essential to
the primary goal of liberal education

Steve Landsman next offered three
in the curriculum which would serve the ends
described by the Provost He urged
more integration of departments
with courses designed to attack
a problem common to all the depart

structural changes

ments involved For example a
course in the arts could deal with
the problem of creation The failure of the Basic Course system
abandoned recently was that each
department merely gave the background of its own field with little
attempt at real integration
Landsman also advocated a foreign study program specifically designed for Kenyon studens and Kenyons educational goals
In response to other questions
Haywood
Mr
commented that
courses designed to deal specifically
with human problems are almost
never successful
Also he denounced the trend to make every
topic which students must be interested in part of the curriculum
He also commented that he saw no
value in linear majors
such as
medieval
black
or American
studies

Trustees OK
Black Studies
Commission
trustees
The

have

President Caples

authorized

to establish a com-

mission to evaluate what Kenyons
response should be to the problems
of disadvantaged Americans
Responding to a request from the
faculty the trustees in their meeting
in Cleveland last Friday directed
the president to establish a commission to examine possible programs and to recommend an appropriate plan of action
Mr Caples has written to Senate
and to Faculty secretary Mr Banning requesting
suggestions for
membership on the commission
The trustees student affairs committee discussed increased student
representation on the board and the
feeling seemed to be that students
could benefit and contribute as members of the financial alumni and
development buildings and grounds
and academic committees
The full board directed Pres
Caples to suggest possible auditors
on some committees to be ready
for the next meeting in the spring
In other action the trustees approved a preliminary budget

Ransom Heads Revisions
T

a rich combination of the
strength in which they were written
and the sensitive tremor of advancing age Many among the audience
were visibly moved by the warmth
and grace of the small gentleman
with his refined southern syntax
and obvious dedication to his art
In Mr Ransoms reading poems
that were rough and strong retained
all of their original toughness but
lost some of the jagged edges that
with

san Spilman
created ambiguity
Several persons asked Mr Ransom to read favorite poems for
them and he finished the evening
on a light note by reading a jolly
one that rhymes poets names with
various vegetables He suggests in
the poem that all pouts are human
Xo one in the audience could possibly
have doubted it after hearing Americas most distinguished living poet
give a reading
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Disadvantaged Students
While the presidential commission studies long- range possibilities in black studies there is a program that could be introduced immediately to be effective by September
The proposal introduced by Professor Bruce Gensemer
would rechannel some scholarship funds in order to admit qualified but economically disadvantaged students According to the
plan it would mean six additional disadvantaged students in
next years freshman class
Local personnel in Satellite Admissions Centers in Columbus and Indianapolis would help find the students In the
future the plan calls for 25 students per year from four or five
admissions centers The SACs could also help recruit students
for summer study programs at Kenyon as these are developed
Under this plan Kenyon must commit itself to full financial
for
six students available to any student from the local SAC
aid
with potential to succeed at Kenyon but no financial resources
for college Mr Gensemer notes that the location and personnel of the SACs will increase the probability of these students
being black
The plan would mean a reduction in funds available for
scholarships to incoming students with lesser need This is compensatory discrimination Mr Gensemer explains the need for
this discrimination both to help solve an American problem and
to realize more fully the ideal of humane education at Kenyon
Mr Gensemer notes that in some instances it will serve the
interests of Kenyon to admit a black student with marginal potential for success at Kenyon in preference to a white middle
class student with a marginal but somewhat greater potential
The gain to Kenyon would consist of bringing a humane education more nearly within the reach of all of our students
Mr Gensemer asserts that the resulting diversification of
Kenyon will strengthen liberal education He says Kenyon
should maintain compensatory admissions and scholarship policies at least until minority groups are as well represented at
Kenyon as they are in the population at large
This is a modest proposal and one that realistically could
begin Kenyons efforts to aid disadvantaged students The actual
cost is 14100 in grants for six students or as Mr Gensemer
notes about 16 per cent of the grants given to entering students
Funds would not be diverted from current students
This program is a sound one and a moderate well- reasoned
way to begin It met with favorable response in the Trustees
Student Affairs Committee last week We urge the admissions
and scholarships committees to accept the proposal so that it
may be implemented for next fall It should be a sound base
from which to further efforts to aid disadvantaged students and
RCB
to bring black studies to Kenyon

The Infirmary
Kenyons health service is disgusting There can be no excuse for the shoddy service provided by the Kenyon infirmary
Its true that money may not be immediately available for
an adequate health facility Its true that in heavy- illness periods
of the winter the infirmary does not hold all the sick Its true
that students fear going to the infirmary for what might happen
to them
But there is no excuse for the service that is available A
doctor is present only an hour a day Anybody who is sick can
trudge up to Bexley to see him from 815 to 915 am
But should one happen to need medical assistance during
the nurses meal time well God help him Because the infirmary
will not The nurse will be angry that you disturbed her lunch
staff lunchtime is noon to 130 and tell you to come back
She told one student Wednesday that she might not even be able
to help him in any case
Unless youre bleeding from the head and stomach dont exand even then she
pect much from the nurse at lunchtime
might not be able to help you So come back later preferably
when the doctor is in in the morning You can wait Its only
your health

COLLEGIAN

RCB
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Foreign Study Encouraged

Journal of Student Opinion

Bob

Editors

KENYON

The Student Council Ad Hoc Committee on International Education
has recently made public its report
on the advantages of foreign study
and its status at Kenyon
The 16- man committee chaired
by Tom Lifson 69 included 11
students with experience in foreign
study The group felt that the
response of students who have participated in various programs of
foreign
study has been little

expressed
One major advantage of foreign
study the report states lies in the
strictly academic benefits Education abroad is especially advantageous for language majors the report notes that the number of language students will increase greatly
with the womens college While
programs to benefit science majors are few in number appropriate programs could be developed
In the social sciences foreign study
can provide invaluable possibilities
for investigation
Students also benefit from coming
into contact with foreign cultures
The report states that We can
think of nothing more consonant
with the principles of liberal education than the kind of knowledgable
toleration and understanding that
this kind of exposure promotes
Likewise foreign study enables the
student to gain a different perspective of his own society Thus foreign study is especially valuable
to American students who are insulated by geography from other

cultures
Foreign study also results in the
personal growth of the student since
he is no longer free from the responsibilities of decision- making
the student gains independence He
is faced with taking care of both
trivial details and general planning
Also students must adjust to different social customs and attitudes
Finally the student is faced with
the problem of self- definition Suddenly and often dramatically he is

On

faced with the realization that what
he thought were firm and universal
values are only the product of one
particular society and that customs
and practices he has unconsciously
assented to and followed all his life
are not shared by other peoples
The college also benefits from
international education for returning students bring different insights
and background into the classroom
The committee notes that the return to Kenyon requires time for

readjustment and reassessment
Nevertheless it recommends that
returning students be challenged
more to contribute their experiences

to enrich the community

Drama 200

Twin Triumph

Peter Shaffers twin

one-

acters

The Public Eye and The Private
Ear were a joy and a delight as
presented by Pete Allen via Drama
200

The Winter Weekend crowds were
held relatively spellbound by a Judith
Goodhand tour de force dual performance In Ear she burst with
intense repugnance as Doreen a
callous date for a sensitive music
lover dubbed Tchaik This young
man played by John Decker is the
focal point of Ear as he suffers
an unbearably awkward evening
with Doreen and Ted a chum
from work Initially Ted Barry
seems content to perSchwartz
form as a condescending butler
in the dining and entertainment of
Doreen Happily though Ted soon
decides to puthis most chic moves
on his friends first date thus becoming even more odious than
Doreen
In Eye
Mrs Goodhand must
whistle a different tune as Belinda
the youthfully vibrant and engaging
wife of a pompous middle- aged accountant Charles Sidley She shares
the limelight with Christoforou an

Student Involvement

by Richard B Gelfond
The most significant issue facing
all colleges throughout our nation
is the issue of student involvement
in administrative and faculty policy
making This issue is deeply complex and should be viewed from
all perspectives before one arrives
at a dogmatic position
students in
In the first place
fact often lack the expertise training and experience necessary to
make important decisions and to
completely understand the range of
certain problems
Secondly as Dr George Fraenkel
Dean of the Columbia University
School of Graduate Faculties has
stated most college students do
not have necessary time to devote to the careful preparation
necessary for a decisive participation in the formulation of policy
Many times those students who do
have time do not at all represent
the will of the general student body
Thirdly students by definition
are seekers of truth they are less
knowledgeable than those from whom
they are learning Few responsible
students are at this time the intellectual equals of their professors
and thus are not qualified to have
a decisive voice in making policy
in the area of curriculum planning
Finally the students here at Kenyon are not Kenyons sole owners
they have no claim to demand that
every decision be made with their
desires solely in mind Burke in
speaking of civil society in his
Reflections On The Revolution In
France writes It is a partnership
a partnership in
in all science
all art a partnership in every
and in all perfection As
virtue
the ends of such a partnership cannot be obtained in many generations it becomes a partnership
not only between those who are
living but between those who are

The report also discussed various
types of programs It notes that
short- term eg
summer pro
grams are more beneficial if uj
student has had previous experience
abroad since a certain amount of
time is necessary for adjustment
and students are left with little
time to benefit from the opportunity
Since the five- year program
which provides for foreign study
in the fourth year has apparently
been abandoned
the junior year
is the only reasonable time for
travel abroad Since students are
fully engaged in their majors by
their junior year foreign study
See FOREIGN Page 4

living those who are dead and
those who are to be born
However this is only one side
of the argument It is the students

here at Kenyon now who are directly and totally affected by the
decisions the administration and
faculty makes Certainly it is not
unreasonable for these same students to have some say in these
decisions For example in the area
of curriculum planning it seems
quite valid for a student to demand
to be familiarized through the implementation of certain courses
Students cannot claim to have any
special innate genius However it
is equally true that students present
new and different viewpoints and
often serve to lend a dynamic influence It seems quite possible
that their suggestions would tend
to widen the horizons of the administration and faculty decisions
with those issues with which he
will have to deal in the future
The student body has a valid
claim to have a responsible but not
decisive position in the formulation
of administrative and faculty policy
The students should have their opinions heard discussed and taken
The administration
account of
should consider it to be a sacred
duty to explain in full and defend
its decisions before qualified student representatives
This procedure can best be assured by allowing for student representation on such policy making
bodies as the board of trustees and
the faculty council What is most
necessary at this time is that the
students right to a communication
power be recognized
A
true spirit of intellectual
community must rest on open and
forthright communication with all
the appropriate facts out on the table
Anything

less falls far short

of

the standards of liberal education

enigmatic adultery detective Gerry
and Charles her huEllsworth
sband
Robert Leverone Shaffers
script calls for Christoforou to
dispel Charles suspicion of wifely
infidelity and then for Christoforou
to engineer a program to bring
the couple back together despite
their apparent incompatibility
Both plays abound in giggles and
guffaws well exploited by the actors
and director Ellsworth fits well
into his role as eccentric sage
James Pattersons set deserves

credit particularly

considering

the

time available for construction Dir
ector Allen seemed to have handled
his charges smoothly and effectively
particularly rookie Decker Murray
Horwitz sound coordination netted
a few bonus chuckles on the premier night but after equipping himself with binoculars on the second
night his work was flawless
John Decker conveyed the tensions
tearing at Tchaik He was strong
in what is very much a Dustin
Hoffman- type role The problems
fo Tchaik in adjusting his sensibilities to a crass world and in
dealing with girls are vastly similar
to those Benjamin Braddock
and Jimmy Shine Too many more
plays of this ilk will be a surfeit
The Public Eye is a faster
more humorous play and it capped
See EAR Page 4

Letter
To ihe Editor
Upon reading the article Ed
Shook
Basketball to Religion
was rather concerned to find the
Collegian had arranged some of my
statements in such a manner that
would imply a meaning quite opposite to what I had intended This
was especially true in the section
on basketball and in particular on
the comparison of Bob Brannum
and Bob Harrison with respect to
training The statement I made to
the Collegian related my own personal reaction to the two men which
I tried to clarify by hypothetical
example That I did not make this
clear and that I chose a very por
abstraction is my own fault
any rate I must assure the readers
is
of the Collegian that training
that
and
not a problem on our team
the discipline imposed on the players has not changed with the changing of coaches
Bob Brannum cowhich
ntrols us with an iron hand
ais cemented by the respect and
him
dmiration we all have for
The central idea which I
trying to convey to the College
dealt in a sphere well known canf
sports fans Luck What else
year
describe situations where one las
Kenyon wins a few games by
t
second desperation shots and
teams
next year loses to the same
under the same conditions i that
not coaching and it upsets me at
armchair quarterbacks would tw Jy
tribute it as such I suggest
Kenyon sport fans join with tw
who can discern great coachw
and applaud Coach Bob Branny
for his excellent handling of a
stacked against him
Ed Shook
I

A
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Lords Outstroke Yeomen
In Last Home Sliowoff
Saturday afternoon the Lords
closed out their home sked by battling the Yeomen of Oberlin Winter
Weekend helped spur on both the
swimmers and fans to a 60- 44
On

victory
As was the case two

years

ago

Oberlin rooters were fairly
large in number and just as voTheir screams were
ciferous
however as the
quickly silenced
Kenyon medley relay comprised of
Koller Neff and Wallace
Witner
beat the Oberlin team by over 50
yards to gain the upper hand by a
0 score
In the 1000 free Kenyons Bell and Bleach Boy Norm
Schmidt took 2nd and 3rd places
with times of 1133 and 12065
Bells time was his best of the
6869 season
Wits
In the 200 free Larry
Witner won in a 1514 placing
him first in the conference as far
as recorded times to date are concerned Bill Howard was third in
157 also his best for this year
the

7-

J

Pete

Cowen was Kenyon s only pointgetter in the 50 free with a second
place finish in 235 Bill Rollers

unconventional backstroke style paid
off in the 200 IM as he beat
Oberlins ex- Iron Man Mike Jarvis
in a great race Wallace also swam
a fine race for third place
Greg Offenbergers last leaps and
bounds on the Shaffer Pool diving
board were exemplary of the fine
diving career he has had while
on the Lord team Perfect timing
and precision were frequently overheard words as the fans praised his
1st place finish His exceptional
point total was 23875 and that puts
him in fine shape to repeat for
the 3rd straight year as OAC diving
Doug Neff returned to his
king
normal aquatic environment and
placed 2nd in the 200 fly in 2125
Dave Doyle who has been much
improved took a 3rd in 2205
In the 100 yard freestyle Kenyon
fans witnessed an extremely unusual
sight For the first time in many

Kenyon Tankers
Nipped By Eagles
Lord tankers
swam an away meet at Ashland
and lost 58- 45 The Ashland Eagles
were boasting a St Valentines Day
Massacre
but ended up squeaking
out a victory by a mere 11 seconds
The Lord foursome of Winner
Koller Bell and Cowen started off
the meet by winning
the medley
relay in a pool record time of
3518 The 1000 yard freestyle
resulted in 2nd and 3rd place finishes for Walther and Howard of
Kenyon
In the 200 free Wally
Wallace took a second with his
best time of the season
1559
Last Friday

the

Oberlin Clouts
Lord

Cagers

Tuesday night at Oberlin the

Ken-

cagers couldnt untrack themselves as they fell to the Yeomen
60
Falling behind in the early
going
the Lords never recovered
and thus absorbed
one of their
more humiliating defeats oftheyear
Johnny Dunlop meshed 18 points
during the rout
with backcourt
mate John Rinka netting only 14
well below his league leading average Larry Finstrom must be commended for hustle although it was
to no avail as his listless teammates could do nothing right

yon
82-

The
season
The

are
help

hoopsters end the regular
Saturday night at Hiram
chances for a winning season
gone But Kenyons pride will
spur the team on to victory
VILLAGE INN

Has special price for
427- 2645

date

also Carry Out

HERTZ

RENTAC-

Larry Witner swam the 50 free
for the first time this year and
placed 2nd with a time of 230
In the 200 individual medley Bill
Koller swam an exciting race to
Froggy Offinish 2nd in 2124
fenburger was again plagued by
hometown judges and only placed
second in the diving competition
Kenyons only sweep of the day
came in the 200 fly where Keith
Bell and Dave Doyle combined to
give the Lords eight points with
times of 2153 and 2182 respectively In the 100 free Witner and
Wallace took 2nd and 3rd w ith mediocre times of 505 and 518 Jim
Killpack one of Kenyons fine utility men took 3rd in the 200 back
The 500 free was a very close race
for both 1st and 3rd places but
unfortunately the home pool advantage left Kenyons Howard and
Walther with 2nd and 4th place

finishes
Ohio Conference champ Easy
Koller won the 200 breast as usual
and Mark Shorty Frank swam a
great pressure race to capture third
place and thus leave the meets
results up to the final freestyle
relay Kenyons Cowen Bell Wallace and Howard swam their hardest to try to bring home the win
but were tired losers to the Ashland quartet The last relay was
won by the Eagles by 11 seconds
The Ashland meet was characterized by some amazing idiosyncracies not found during most natatorial happenings The poor architectural job of the pool walls left
the swimmers in an environment
which would have been more common
at the Banzai Pipeline The starters
itchy finger was another oddity witnessed by the swimmers and spectators alike

m

COOPER-

AR

ot Nichols

Motors Inc
500 S Main St
Mount Vernon

Phone

v

years

a Lord swimmer Cowen was
disqualified for two false starts
But the sun shone through the glass
windows of Shaffer Pool and Tom
Walther rose to the occasion He
took 1st in 518 just touching out

Oberlins Jarvis
Larry Witners last race

in the

Shaffer Pool was like most of the
others he has swum during his

stellar
places

year career

four-

First

Witner are imprinted
on many record boards throughout
Ohio Conference pools and for his
dedication and hard work they are
only fitting In the 200 backstroke
Larry took his last competitive
strokes in style with yet another
first place Jim Killpack did a fine
job in capturing third place
In the 500 free Bell and Walther
swam good races to finish 2nd and
3rd In an extremely close 200
breaststroke race Mark Frank
touched out the Yeoman stroker
only to be disqualified for an illegal turn However Kalmbachs
time earned him second place points
Although the Lords had clinched
the victory going into the final relay
they were still out for blood The
relay team for Kenyon was made up
of Wallace Bill Koller Walther
end Cowen
Oberlins team was
stacked to the hilt and as it came
down to the anchor leg Pete Cowen
was finally given the chance for his
redemption from his previous disqualification as he went headtoh- ead
against Mike Jarvis Cowens
hand touched the wall only 5 tenths
of a second before Jarvis
The
meet had been won by the Lords
60- 44 thus completely soothing the
sting they had felt from the 53- 51

loss

by

to the Yeomen

just

one

year

ago

v

by Joe Norlhlield
John Dunlop finally did what he
has wanted to do ever since he came
to Kenyon With one second to go
his forty- foot shot gave the Lords
a victory in double overtime over
a very tough Mount Union ball club
The game was a close exciting
one as both teams failed to capitalize on stalling and last shot
techniques At the end of the regular session and of both overtimes
Mount Union missed four times
and Kenyon lost the ball four times
With 21 seconds to go in the
second overtime the score was 7878 with the Lords controlling the
ball for the last shot They lost
the ball to the Purple Raiders
Mount Union drove and missed again

BECKS

Serving Quality Food
Big Beck Coney Islands
Hot Dogs Hamburgs Soft Drinks
8 Blocks S of Square
on Rt 13 Mt Vernon

Swimmers Sweep
Fast OWU 64- 37
by Dave Ulery

The Lords continued their winning ways in the conference Tuesday with an easy 64- 37 victory
over Ohio Wesleyan Although Bill
Howard and Doug Neff both missed
the meet the Lords took ten of
twelve firsts Many swimmers had
their best times of the year as the
Lords prepare for the return trip
to Delaware next weekend Norm
Schmidt was a double winner in
the distance freestyle events as

The ball came up the floor to Dunlop From just past midcourt Dilly
let fly The few Kenyon fans present
were ecstatic Dunlop just grinned
Dilly and John Rinka shared highpoint honors with 28 apiece Marty
Hunt also played well with 19 points
and a good rebounding total Larry
house- cleaning
techniques were helpful on defense as
were Virgil Johnsons

Finstroms

Coach Bob

ment was

Brannums only comdamn near died

I

the Lords sought the depth that is
needed to win the conference Besides the firsts that the Lords
expect from Witner Koller Offenburger and Kalmbach if he peaks
as usual the Lords will need prime
efforts from Neff Howard Cowen
Walther Bell Wallace Fackler
Frank and Doyle However the
points that may decide the championship will rest on the performances
of some of the lesser known members of the team As such the Wesleyan meet was auspicious with such
swimmers as Dick Koller Jim Killpack Henry Somerville and Schmidt
having their best times ever as
well as Cowen in the 200 free
Likely the success of these men
combined with an equal spread of
points among Denison Oberlin and
Wittenberg will be decisive to the
Lords chances for number 16
Credit should be given to the
fine crowd who attended the Oberlin meet
With similar support
against Denison and at the championships on February 28 and March
1st at Delaware the Lords will do
their best to once again bring the
OC crown home to Kenyon
An
unprecedented
16th
Conference
Championship in a row is the teams
goal and loyal support can make it
possible
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BILL KOLLER lakes the reins in the freestyle relay as Bill Wallace
touches home in a light leg

Desperation Heave
Ends Overtime Clash
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Prof Probes Perils
In Worlds Future
by Robert G Fugirt
One is constantly being confronted

with

grim prospects

of

overpop-

ulation

pollution and the possible
extinction of man if no responsible
actions are taken Often this confrontation is set in a context of gloom
and pessimism but Tuesday evening
Indiana Zoology Professor Tracy
M Sonneborn struck a note of optimism in his belief in the ability
of man to correct his errors
His Phi Beta Kappa talk was
divided into three major areas
1
large scale changes of environment and life 2 the increasing
human population problem and 3
the qualitative future of man Man
made environmental changes such
as water and air pollution are well
known to all of us Therefore Dr
Sonneborn did not elaborate on the
far reaching effects of this pollution but instead offered us two
modes of action either we wait
for all information to be in or we
take immediate action before we
know the overall affect of pollution
He advocated neither but he emWe had better get
phasized that
busy and find out what we are
doing
The problems of over- population
are as well known and as little
understood as the complexities of
pollution but here the possible solutions involve deeper religious and
moral questions Again Dr Sonneborn offered two possible courses
Either nature takes its course and
hunger disease and over- crowding
checks the population or society
altogether prevents a population increase by artificially setting the
population at an optimum number
The first choice Sonneborn finds
as a failure to act rather than as a
1

j

Ear- Eye

Continued from page

i

2

the production beautifully Gerry
Ellsworth stole the show as an
omnivorous detective looking for
Two strong perself- importance
formances from Bob Leverone and
Judith Goodhand were not missed
Leverone was strong as the doubting husband and hisphysical bearing
contributed to the haughtiness of
Charles Sidley who could not see
that his wife wanted more of life
than serving dinner to stuffy businessmen
mingling
sparkled
Ellsworth
compassion with hilarity He made
the plot believable as the detective who begins by following and
ends by leading Belinda Sidley
around museums and parks of LonThe two enjoy an intimate
don
relationship of silence that gives
importance to each ones tastes
and fills a void in each ones life
Allen included an amusing intermission scene with a fussing Ellsthe scenery
worth supervising
changes without a curtain
This may have been Gerrys final
appearance on the stage as a Kenyon student excluding the Impromptu Players
after four superlative
years of acting He will be sorely

missed

JS

are staggering but Sonneborn believes that in some way man must
channel the process of genetic selection in an optimum course He
pointed out that man is already
indirectly controlling the population
This is being done by the increase
in transportation which enables people from distant lands to meet and
mate and the bringing together of
supposedly above average intelligent people at co- educational col-

leges
riages

which could result in marand the production of mentally

above average children If this is
being done inadvertantly now why
Sonneborn queries cant it be done
consciously
Dr Sonneborn pointed out that
these problems concern all men
not just scientists and all should
work toward their solution

Sunday

800 am
Holy Communion

r

Continued from Page 1
Hoster criticized self- indulgence
intellectual laziness wasting time
and academic
with trivialities

cheating among many Kenyon students Often they choose to take
the path of least resistance in
planning their curriculum For example some students prefer to take
certain lecture courses than seminars because lecture courses tend
to be less demanding on the student
Similarly faculty members may
tend to deceive themselves by using
grades to force participation even
if the students are uninterested
Professors should approach their
students without arrogance they
should realize they are hired to
teach Hoster also deplored rigid
departmental
structures Professors tend to pay lip service to
other departments but are actually
reluctant to incorporate otherpoints
of view into their courses
In summation liberal arts education requires an openness to all
forms of life and consists of more
than academic learning Hoster used
the Black studies program as an
example of the liberal arts concept
Students must not become obsessed
with attaining high grades for their
own sake and with triviality If
students will not seek learning for
learnings sake they do not belong

at

Kenyon

The solution to Kenyons passably good education lies with
both students and faculty Classroom size should be cut down and
more seminars should be instituted
instead of lecture courses Interdepartmental majors should be encouraged ideally the student should
be able to design his own curriculum with the approval of the cur

Cambridge
1

Massachusetts

130 am

Catholic Mass
Philo Hall

GORDON LIGHTFOOTS concert highlighted Winter Weekend Entertainment The Folk Strain continues April 26 with Joni Mitchell

Sam Barone

Studies Social
Effect of Black Influx
IFG

At its meeting Monday the IFC
discussed the possible impact of
an increased number of black students at Kenyon upon the social

situation
Roland Parson and Ed Pope attended the meeting as guests of the

riculum committee Comprehensive
exams though theoretically useful
are regarded by most students as
one more obstacle
and could
be replaced by a series of lengthy
papers written during the junior
and senior years
Grades should be replaced by a
pass- fail system with professors
writing personal evaluations of their
students Independent study should
be encouraged for all students Finally studenis at Kenyon could initiate Free University courses in
topics of special interest
Hoster concluded by observing
that there are exceptions to his
criticisms science courses for example require lectures and premed students would probably prefer
to retain the present marking system Nevertheless
Kenyon should
strive to change the intellectual
atmosphere by changing its forms
Otherwise warned Hoster We cannot call ourselves a liberal arts
college
A questionand- answ
er period began with an uncanny public address
by IFC chairman John Smyth Clad
in a black hippie- hair wig airplane
goggles green tropical shirt and
shorts Smyth delivered a brief
speech on the topic Why the sun
rises in the West He noted that
people living in western countries
think the sun rises in their own
land and that the sun therefore
rises in the west for them An
analogous example is the famous
paradox of the Chisholm Trail For
people living at the southern end
of the Chisholm Trail itwas natural
to regard the trail as travelling
north and vice versa Smyth concluded his thesis with a memorable
quote
Matters of taste are not
to be disputed

Wednesdays
51 5 pm
Holy Communion

on the Square
in

Mt Vernon

The Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship
Foundation has an
nounced the selection of five Kenyoii
students as Woodrow Wilson Desig
nates
Those designated as among the
best future college teacher pros
pects in the country were Jeffrey
R Butz Peter W Dickson Stacy
A Evans
Thomas B Lifson and
Anthony J LoBello

IFC to field queries about the black
In the
attitude toward divisions
course of discussion the problem
of Kenyon choosing between Scylla
that is
and Charybdis earner up
between making no special effort
to encourage black students to join
fraternities by eliminating obstacles
and taking what might be interpreted
as a patronizing stance

Parson and Pope stressed that
they could not predict exactly how
blacks would react at Kenyon While
they thought that blacks would naturally relate to each other sooner
than to white students they did not
envision demands for all- black
housing or fraternities
ernities

subject of keeping fratopen for those who want

to join

several members said that

On the

their divisions

would have scholarships for dues Two divisions Psi
U and Archon already have this
arrangement One member said that
he did not feel anyone had been turned
away from a fraternity for financial
Among
reasons
the members
present concern was centered on
keeping fraternities as open as
possible rather than on monetary
considerations
The pledging committee reported
trouble getting its questionnaire returned In this questionnaire which
was sent to all division pledgemasters and four pledges selected
at random from each fraternity
participants were asked to evaluate the fraternity program

The names of both the designates
and the alternates will be sent to

all U S graduate schools alorg
with a request that these students
be awarded fellowships Kenyonmej
who make up less than one- hal
of one per cent of all college students in Ohio received 13 of at
awards made in the state
With five Wilson scholars Kenya
placed third in the state following
Oberlin and Antioch and tying Ohio
State
This years selection process
represented the second year of the
Designation program which is sup
ported by the Ford Foundation

Foreign

Continued from Page 2
entails some sacrifices especially

for honors students
The committee reports that while
opportunities
for independent
planned programs are available fe
students take advantage of then
because they are not well publicized and

Similarly

require greater
most

initiative

Kenyon studeris
GLCA prograrri

participate in
rather than those offered

by

other

organizations and institutions because of a lack of available information and various quotas and requirements of other programs
The GLCA offers certain unifje
advantages to a Kenyon student wishing to study abroad
He is able I
avoid some of the red tape 11
more easily becomes a part i
the academic community oversea
Informal group contacts and activities are planned by the GLC
administrators in the area The
committee also praises the financial

arrangements

of the GLCA

The report recommends that stbe kept better informed
to the advantages and opportunities
of foreign study It deplores
general lack of awareness and
atmosphere which does not encourage foreign study More literature
should be available at a cenfli
location and a fuller description a
opportunities should be included i
the College catalogue
udents

as

the
a

A

discussion with Bob Ficks and
Murray Horwitz of the Student Council Social Committee led to a suggestion that revisions be made in the
intensity and pacing of Kenyon social
events With women here on campus the IFC felt it would be desirable to have social events on more
than merely the four social weekends Kenyon has at present Ficks
and Horwitz mentioned a shortage
of workers on their committee
In line with creating more social
events at Kenyon the IFC considered encouraging individual fraternities to sponsor college events

Finally the report notes
are not advocating foreign stuiparticularly ayear abroad forever
We feel that to meet
student
full potential for contributing to lft
at Kenyon the opportunities for foreign study should be expanded a
diversified We are pleased tose
that the GLCA is presently doift
just that
its
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honorable
Receiving
mentiori
were Joel A Fisher Larry
Karl E Herpolsheimer
Glass
Daniel S Horowitz Stephen GRyan
and Earnest D Smith

Freshman Marathon
ended after being on the air for
i3 days 6 hours and 32 minutes
breaking the record by 18 hours
and said co- chairman Bill Cline
We could have gone on indefinitely
Alpha Sigma Chi got the most
points and the keg of Bud Response
to the contest from the divisions
was good said Cline Announcers
held competitions to bring a virgin
and a 35D bra to the studio and
got both Mystery Man RobertSpearman operator of the postage machine in Bexley was found after
10 days 3 hours by Steve Verianand
John Javna Tom Aberant won the
The

1030 am
Holy Communion
Preacher The Rev Harvey
Guthrie Jr Dean of the Episcopal Theological School in

v

ll

Hoster Warns

RB

Chapel Services
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solution Although he saw numerous
problems in the second choice he
felt it to be the only possible solution and he firmly stated his belief
in mans ability to accomplish it
In his discussion of the qualitative
future of man Sonneborn concerns
himself with the problems and possibilities of altering the genetic
makeup of man so that the human
race can be spared the disaster
of lethal genetic mutations Again
the moral and religious implications
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WKCO

duration contest with a guess2micutes off the actual time Appro
mately 150 worth of prizes we
given away during the event
There were no major crises except for the breakdown of the Les
Hall transmitter blacking out
frosh dorms from their own ev
though some tapes did go awry Clu
remarked that the staff had becon
more competent and grown larer
during the Marathon He would ha
liked to havemore time to
and sell advertising He said
this years freshmen had nims
creativity but more organize
than last years
P1
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